Care of Brake Connections.
It is always wise when any defect in the brakes or steering mechanism is noticed to have it attended to without delay, since disaster may result from failure in the power of the former or defective action of the latter. In regard to the adjustment of brakes, provision is always made for shortening the tension rod so that the brake-pedal will not be as low down as it is possible to be pressed before the brake comes into full power.
The brake-pedal should always stand sufficiently high above the footboard to give ample clearance when the brake is as hard on as it can possibly be applied. In regard to the side-brake also, the hand-lever should not be much over half-way along the sector when the brake is nearly full on. Brake connections should be periodically examined, and any signs of failure remedied without delay. It is important to see that all nuts are tight, but as a rule in all first-class cars these are pinned, so that they cannot shake loose. With regard to the steeringjoints, these must wear, since they are in constant use the whole time a car is running. The lost motion due to this will gradually increase, and if allowed to become too great adjustment is impossible, and replacement of parts becomes necessary. It may be taken as a rule that if the steering-wheel can be moved much over half an inch without deflection of the road wheels adjustment is necessary. It is, I hope, unnecessary for me to point out the evil of the very-senseless habit some people have of turning the wheels of a car which is not in motion by means of the steering-wheel, "Viator."
